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Specialty Products, Inc. Announces the Latest 
Upgrade to the LPG Low Pressure Proportioner 
 
Lakewood, WA – Specialty Products, Inc. (SPI) has released 
a new version of their groundbreaking low pressure 
proportioner machine, the LPG.   
 
Since the introduction of the LPG to the market in 2009, 
progressive advancements have included various mechanical 
improvements along with the new/current case 
enclosure.  This most recent upgrade has been the 
installment of higher output pumps on all new LPGs. The 
original LPGs had a maximum output of .75 gpm. The newly 
released version has a maximum output of 1.2 gpm. These 
higher output pumps can be easily added onto existing 
machines with the original .75 pumps in about 15 minutes.  
 
There are custom pump options available for specific 
application needs, as well.  SPI also offers a very low output 
LPG pump, with a flow output of .25 gpm, for spraying slow 
set polyureas and overhead and on vertical surfaces. 
Alternatively, there are 2.4 gpm pumps that can be installed 
for high output pour foam or polyurea applications. 

Specialty Products, Inc. (SPI) developed the LPG machine 
almost a decade ago; the purpose was to offer a simple to 
operate, easy to maintain proportioner that could tackle small 
to medium applications – yet still possible for one person to 
maneuver.  Originally developed for the US government to 
provide the troops a lightweight and portable machine to 
take into war zones to up-armor buildings and vehicles, the 
LPG continues to be used in increasing applications in the 
commercial coating and foam marketplace. Weighing just 
76lbs, the LPG applies products such as polyurethane spray 
foam insulation, pour foam for decommissioning of tanks and 
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pipelines, hydrophobic foam to raise concrete slabs, spraying of polyurea coatings onto a variety of 
substrates, pouring polyurea for concrete control joints, concrete resurfacing polymers and the 
application of polyaspartics.   

 
Chas Weatherford, SPI’s Vice President, states, “The larger pumps for increased output result in labor 
savings when compared to the original .75 gpm pumps. Additionally, with the higher output capability, 
the SPI Lock and Load gun still allows the applicator to simply adjust the output from zero to where 
ever they'd like, depending on their application, with the adjustable flow control dial." 

 
In addition to the various pump options and other features, the LPG has a hose length capacity of up to 
200 ft.  With these capabilities, the LPG brings even more output and versatility to contractors on a 
variety of jobs.  The SPI LPG value package price is under $10k, which includes the necessary 
accessories, training, and 24/7 tech support needed to be application-ready. This makes the LPG 
proportioner unquestionably best value on the marketplace today.  Call your sales representative 
today at 800.627.0773 or email info@specialty-products.com. 

About Specialty Products Inc. 

Since 1974, Specialty Products Inc. (SPI) has continued to be a premier manufacturer of spray-applied Polyurea Elastomers, 

Polyurethane Foams and custom Plural Component Equipment.  Headquartered in Lakewood, Washington, SPI also has 

operation centers in Rowlett Texas, Chicago Illinois, and Anchorage Alaska. 

 

We provide our clients with a one-stop shop solution through manufacturing our own products and equipment, providing 

24/7 technical support, and world renowned applicator training classes.   

 

Our unique testing environment allows our chemists to rapidly produce and test product variations, and quickly bring them 

to market. This ensures a product that is formulated with the exact physical properties to meet your individual project needs. 

 

SPI provides superior technical customer service and strives to be on the cutting edge of the latest industry technologies. 

Our qualified personnel provide comprehensive, hands-on training classes to educate clients, contractors, fabricators, and 

OEM engineers on how to properly use plural component spray equipment and apply all of our products. 

 

SPI is a founding member of the Polyurea Development Association (PDA). With a technical staff that has a combined total of 

200 years of experience, SPI is your trusted source for polyurea coatings, foam products and spray application equipment. 
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